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Knowledge Soup

A heterogeneous, loosely linked mixture:
● Fluid, lumpy, and dynamically changing.

● Many lumps are or can be structured in a computable form.

● But they may be inconsistent or incompatible with one another.

In anybody’s head, knowledge soup is
● The totality of everything in memory.

In the WWW, it is 
● The totality of everything people downloaded from their heads,          
  recorded automatically, or derived by any computable method.

Linked Open Data is good for finding and classifying anything 
in the soup – whether loose items or structured lumps.

But understanding the contents of the LOD poses the same 
challenge as understanding natural language. 
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What is a Chair?

An egg-yolk diagram puts typical examples in the yolk and less common 
variants in the egg white.  (Lehmann & Cohn 1994)

Boundaries resemble the level cuts of fuzzy set theory:  the fuzzy value 0.9 
could be the boundary for the yolk, and 0.7 for the egg white.

But the reasons for the variations are more significant than the numbers.
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Is it a Chair?  Art?  Humor?  Fantasy?

In a museum, it’s funny.  But what if you saw it at night, alone, 
in an old castle?  Meaning always depends on context.

Claw and Ball Chair by Jake Cress.  At the Smithsonian Renwick Gallery.
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What is a Number?

Concepts in science and mathematics grow and change.

Consider the evolution in the basic terms of physics during the past 
century:  mass, energy, force, momentum, space, time, gravity, light, heat.

Engineers often use different definitions of those terms for different 
components of the same system.
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Effect of Function

The preposition in normally relates something to a container.

The primary function of a bowl is to serve as a container.

That function is more relevant than the question whether the 
bowl actually encloses the pear.
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Effect of Background Knowledge

A cage is sometimes used to contain a bird.

But a cage is an unlikely container for a knife.

Normal comment:  “The knife is to the right of the cage.”

To say “The knife is outside the cage” implies that there is some 
reason why it might have been in the cage.
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Microsenses

The linguist Allen Cruse (2002) coined the term microsense for a 
specialized sense of a word in a particular application.

Examples of microsenses:
● The many kinds of chairs or numbers in the egg whites.
● Spatial terms from different perspectives.
● Different people have different styles of walking, talking, laughing, 
  singing, cooking...  But they are described by the same words.
● Computer science requires precise definitions, but the meanings    
  change whenever programs are revised or extended.
● Consider the term file system in Unix, Apple OS X, Microsoft             
  Windows, and IBM mainframes

No finite set of words can have a fixed, precise set of mappings 
to a dynamically changing world. 
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“I don’t believe in word senses.”

A quotation by the lexicographer Sue Atkins, who devoted her 
career to writing and analyzing word definitions.

In an article with that title,* Adam Kilgarriff observed that
● “A task-independent set of word senses for a language is not a       
  coherent concept.”
● The basic units of meaning are not the word senses, but the actual 
  “occurrences of a word in context.”
● “There is no reason to expect the same set of word senses to be     
  relevant for different tasks.”
● “The set of senses defined by a dictionary may or may not match    
  the set that is relevant for an NLP application.”
● Professional lexicographers are well aware of these issues.
● The senses they select for a dictionary entry are based on editorial 
  policy and assumptions about the readers’ expectations.

* See  http://www.kilgarriff.co.uk/Publications/1997-K-CHum-believe.pdf 

http://www.kilgarriff.co.uk/Publications/1997-K-CHum-believe.pdf


 

Observing, Learning, Reasoning, Acting

The cycle of pragmatism by the logician Charles Sanders Peirce.

Similar cycles occur in every aspect of life, including science.
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Cycles of Learning and Reasoning

Children learn language by starting with words and patterns of 
words that are grounded in perception and purposive action.

By trial and error, children and adults revise, extend, and adjust 
their beliefs to make better predictions about the world:

● Observations generate low-level facts.
● Induction derives general axioms from multiple facts.
● A mixture of facts and axioms is an unstructured knowledge soup.
● Abduction selects axioms to form a hypothesis (theory).
● Analogies may relabel a theory of one topic and apply it to another.
● Deductions from a theory generate predictions about the world.
● Actions test the predictions against reality.
● The effects of the actions lead to new observations.

Cycles within cycles may be traversed at any speed – from 
seconds to minutes to research projects that take years.



 

Boyd’s OODA Loop  

John Boyd drew a four-step diagram for training    
fighter pilots to observe and respond rapidly.

The first two steps – Observe and Orient –  involve      
the occipital, parietal, and temporal lobes.

The next two steps – Decide and Act – involve the    
frontal lobes for reasoning and motor control.

The four steps and the associated brain areas:

1. Observe:  Visual input goes to the primary visual cortex (occipital             
    lobes), but object recognition and naming involve the temporal lobes.

2. Orient:  Parietal cortex relates vision and touch in “cognitive maps.”

3. Decide:  Reasoning is under the control of the frontal lobes, but other      
    areas are also involved.

4. Act:  “Action schemata” are patterns in the premotor cortex of the            
    frontal lobes.  Signals from the motor cortex go to the muscles.

Each step must be traversed in milliseconds for rapid response.

The time constraints require high-speed matching of overlearned patterns.



 

Extended OODA Loop  

Over the years, Boyd added more detail to the OODA Loop.

He applied it to decision-making processes of any kind.

Both versions are consistent with Peirce’s cycle.

Diagram adapted from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OODA_loop 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OODA_loop
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Albus Cognitive Architecture

A cognitive model that resembles the cycles by Peirce and Boyd.

* See James Albus (2010), http://www.james-albus.org/docs/ModelofComputation.pdf 

http://www.james-albus.org/docs/ModelofComputation.pdf


 

Implementing the Cycles

Computational methods for learning, reasoning, and acting.
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Creative Abduction

Creativity, by definition, introduces something totally new.

Observation and abduction are the sources of novelty:
● Observation is the ultimate source of all information.
● Routine observations classify new information in familiar patterns.
● Induction generalizes multiple observations by simplifying patterns.
● Routine abduction makes selections from familiar patterns.
● Belief revision modifies a theory by adding and deleting patterns.
● Deduction uses systematic rules for combining and relating patterns.
● But creative abduction invents novel patterns. 

For young children, almost everything is unfamiliar.
● They are the most creative people on earth. 

For most adults, most things are familiar.
● They rarely see a need to create new patterns.
● But they can learn new patterns created by other people. 
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Deep Learning Requires Language

Creative learning requires more than statistics.

The cycle of pragmatism is essential for language and learning:
● New data (experiences) accumulate from observations in life.
● Statistical methods are useful for finding generalizations.
● But those generalizations must be integrated with previous knowledge.
● Routine abduction may use statistics to select patterns from the soup.
● But creative abduction is necessary to invent new patterns.
● Belief revision integrates various patterns into larger, better structured     
  patterns called hypotheses or theories.
● Deduction generates predictions from the theories.
● Actions in and on the world test the predictions.
● New observations provide supervision (rewards and punishments). 

Language is essential for expressing novel patterns and for 
learning the novel patterns discovered by other people.
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